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About This Game

Grand Prize Winner of the 2014 Indie Game Maker contest.

Magic is a curse. A plague upon the world and those that live in it. Those that are born with this curse unwittingly sap the mana
from the earth they stand in. In order to prevent these abominations from draining away the world's lifeblood, they are locked
away in a castle in an isolated dimension. It is in this castle that the cursed are to remain, removed from society so that their

magic does not harm normal people. They are to be kept here for the rest of their miserable lives.
At least, that's the way it should have been...

Suddenly, a loud crash is heard. A young girl, kept apart from the rest of the castle, looks up from the ground. The magical
barrier that prevented her escape slowly dissipates. Standing up, she pushes open the gate and finds her first taste of freedom.
Guide her as she teams up with a renegade mage boy to search for the truth behind the castle, her unique magic, and a way to

escape.

Features

A simple, but deep Spell Fusion system that allows for lots of experimentation.

A heavy atmosphere made from a somber soundtrack, terrifying enemies, and a powerful tale.

Simple puzzles that rely on each character's field abilities.
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A variety of locations to explore.

A twist on traditional turn-based combat via MP charging.

Discover the tragic stories of the castle's inhabitants by piecing together bits of information found throughout the
adventure.

3 different endings affected by your actions.
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remnants of isolation steam. remnants of isolation walkthrough. remnants of isolation

Mobile Game, smart isomitric puzzles.

70% Rank.. This game seems fun, but from the 10 ish minutes I played it, I just didn't get it. It was most likely introduced to
you as 'Papers Please but _____', but it doesn't have the same charm as papers please.. Developer genuinely cares and has taken
the time to sort the isues I've had with getting local coop to work. Kudos on a great game and even better support.. I enjoy this
game quite a bit. I've always liked Breakout style games for their gameplay, but have never been that crazy about them. This
game, I really do enjoy though, and I think it was the Castlevania-esque style that sold me over. The power ups are all really
cool, and unique. The game has a lot of replay value, I have over 7 hours, and I've yet to get all the endings and collectibles. The
story and odd sense of humor are definitely hit or miss, but I personally am a fan of it. It's very reminiscent of the early days of
PC game writing, where you can tell the devs didn't really care too much, and where just trying to have some fun with it. It's one
of those things, where you can't take it too seriously. Overall, I would most definitely recommend this game.. In short, it's really
unpolished. The enemies are cartoonishly large, and get up in your face to make up for how incredibly tiny the player sword is,
which makes it impossible to see anything or prepare for an enemy attack. This renders the game basically unplayable.

To expand on that, the enemies are "cartoonishly large" because they're probably orcs or whatever the dev wants to call them.
They do get up in your face, and the bigger ones with huge tower shields will put those right in your face to completely obstruct
your view. I do believe it's because if they stood much further away, you could not reach them with the tiny sword you're given.
While the swords you're given are realistically sized, it leaves you at a disadvantage when the enemy is armed up with 4+ foot
long blades and shields as big as they are. Just lengthening the sword and keeping the AI at a slight distance would fix the entire
problem and get me to cancel my refund.

Another good addition would be movement of any kind. It's upsetting to be stuck in one place constantly, especially since this
leads to me moving in the real world and smacking into every wall in my room. Movement would fix that for players like me
whom don't get motion sick often.

Until further notice, I cannot recommend this game to anyone questioning it.
(For the record, I have about 2.6m x 2.2m of space.)
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Great game, very action packed, a great veriety of heists that are all different, a large selection of guns and equipment, different
playstyles, overall still a very strong standing game.
Whould recomend 10\/10. 10/10, best early access game I've ever played. Joy to be a part of something so industrius. Reverse
Plants vs Zombies with KILLER SOUNDTRACK. Lots of guitar and 80's clich\u00e9 opening it's pure gold.
Amazing game to play on my crappy netbook i take to work.. The UI in this game quite frankly makes the game utterly horrible
to play. The voice acting is beyond hilarious and the movement just feels strange.. Where's the mouse sensitivity slider? How
can you not have one?

This game MIGHT (big emphasis on might) be enjoyable if the devs actually put effort into the UI, sounds and general feel..
Spent about 2 days to finish this game from start to finish. The ending is vague so I'm assuming there will be a sequel. The only
con I can think of is with the boss Amnon. I believe I had to click around his nuts to deal damage, even though he is a big guy..
Its just a cool 3D puzzle sidescroller. Worth it if you like that sort of side scroller with physics puzzles. Only takes 3 hours to
beat, so pick it up on a steam sale.. Feels like something I played on the C64 back in the day. This is just awful.. Not interesting.
Layouts are always the same and there is one impossible to finish (hopefuly it changes at each restart). It a simple grind
involving no skill and no fun.. First off I have to say that this is a great game and the soundtrack is amazing I love this game and
would definitely recomend to anyone. If currently give it an 8.5\/10 I'm just waiting for an update with more levels but besides
that, it is amazing.. its beautiful.

Patch notes 28 Jan 2019:
Added XP bar to the character sheets.

The game now saves XP for all character classes. Before, XP for all character classes returned to 0 when loading the game.

Fixed a bug that prevented player from changing character class after checking equipment.

Fixed a bug that returned character to equipment menu instead of character sheet after closing character class menu.

Added supply vendor to Shadowlands pyramid map.

Added Dholavira Outpost map. (Gate doesn't go anywhere yet.)

Added Candle Keep Outpost in the Shadowlands, made the area inaccessible until defeating Candle and Sword contingent at
Candle Keep.

Added interiors to some House of Life levels.

Fixed glow map on round tower mesh so underside of arches do not glow at night.

Minor wording and cosmetic changes to menus.. R90 Day! (12/14/15):
R90 Patch Notes (December 14, 2015)

As 2015 ends, two rivals appear, locked in a battle of strength, speed and agility...

What's New...
- Winter Holidays PvP warfare!

What's Better...
- Passive abilities (Carnage’s Alien Instincts, Bullseye (Classic)’s Contract Killer, etc.) no longer fire once a battle is finished.
- To prevent a minor bug with mission reward timing, players are no longer able to pause the game during the Victory screen.
- Fixed a bug where certain minion abilities were never firing when part of minion-only teams.
- Events that do not give out rewards based on placement (Avengers Vs. Ultron, Galactus Hungers, etc.) will no longer say
“Rewards are Pending” after the event has expired.
- Team-Ups from 5-Star characters no longer randomly display levels over their current level cap.
- Fixed an issue that sometimes prevented all rewards from being received - if the app was closed while receiving a batch of
rewards.
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- All 3-Star characters labeled “GOLD CHARACTER” (Daken (Classic), Steve Rogers (Super Soldier), Thor (Modern), and
Storm (Mohawk)) have been renamed “RARE CHARACTER” and their star rating no longer pulses. (No other changes have
been made to these characters.). Restoration in the Gogobundle!:
Very late to announce this and there is only a few days left on it, but be sure to grab Restoration at a very low price alongside
other games!

https://www.gogobundle.com/latest/bundles/gogobundle-45. Quest Chains & Random Events:

In the first iteration of Age of Gladiators, there were a few random events that popped up. With Age of Gladiators II: Rome, it
was my intent to expand on this in order to make the world feel more dynamic and interesting.

Random Events. Update -- Final animations and more:
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List of changes. Update #9 - Who's That:

Detailed Patch Notes. Camera Hotfix - Version 1.0.4 Live:
We just uploaded a new version (1.0.4) that addresses zooming/camera issues in 1.0.3 when dragging the flinger outside of the
play area. It should work much smoother now.

-Miles @ Pixeljam. Polar Tower.:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jeop3asqTEA. ⚀⚁⚂ Small discounts list on our Games and Bundles! ⚃⚄⚅:
Hello dear players! Today we have prepared for you small list of our games, which can be purchased with a good discount!

Games with discount:
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